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what!

Bai Yi and the others changed their expressions. They didn’t expect

that Yang Mingpeng would be a kidnapper this time.

Especially the person to be taken away is Bai Yi.

“Why? Are you going with us? Or let us help you abduct it?”

Yang Mingpeng stared at Bai Yi playfully, as if looking at a lamb

waiting to be slaughtered.

And his words made Bai Yi’s delicate body tremble fiercely.

“No! I will definitely not go with you!”

“You… if you dare to mess around, I will call the police now!”

Bai Yi’s entire face was earthy, and at this moment, he put his phone on

the look like he would call the police at any time.

Just heard this!

“Hahaha…”

Yang Mingpeng and the gangsters around them burst into laughter.

They looked at Bai Yi and the others, as if they were looking at a group

of hillbillies, a group of idiots.

“Call the police? Haha, Bai Yi, you are too naive! This is Jiangnan. The

connections of our Yang family are not what you can imagine!”

Yang Mingpeng said sarcastically,

“Even if you call the police now, before the police came, we were the

same I can take you away!”

After saying this!

Yang Mingpeng seemed to have completely lost his patience, and said

to the gangsters around him : “Okay! Since President Bai Yi is not

willing to go personally, then you go forward and help her!”

Wow!

As soon as this remark came out.

The many gangsters next to him instantly became excited.

Abducting beautiful women is naturally their favorite thing to do,

especially for such stunning beauties like Bai Yi, even if they were

abducted, wiping a few handfuls of oil on her at random made them

satisfied!

“Everyone, hahaha…”

A voice of ecstasy resounded.

More than a dozen gangsters, scrambling to rush towards Bai Yi on the

side of the bed.

Lewd!

Cruel!

The faces of these bastards glowed with the excitement of beasts.

Especially the first few bastards, they just rushed forward, and each of

the salty pig hands, they wanted to grab Bai Yi’s chest and buttocks.

“Ah…”

Bai Yi was taken aback by this scene, and she staggered back.

It’s just that the space in this ward is too small, and she has only

stepped back two steps, and she has been forced to the corner to

retreat!

That’s it!

At this moment, not only Bai Yi, the surrounding Baishan couple, Shen

Jian and his son, all their complexions changed drastically.

“Bai Yi!!!”

They wanted to step forward to stop them, but the number of those

gangsters was too large, and almost under a slight impact, they let them

fall apart one by one, and they couldn’t help Bai Yi at all.

I could only watch, the salty pigs’ knuckles, stubbornly grabbed Bai Yi.

one meter!

Half a meter!

…

The distance between each of them and Bai Yi is getting closer and

closer.

The hands of the salty pigs were almost in front of them.

This scene made Bai Yi completely desperate.

“Do not!!!”

She almost curled up into a ball, almost when she was about to admit

her life.

Snapped! Snapped! Snapped!

Suddenly, clear voices exploded in the ward.

Then Yang Mingpeng, Bai Shan and others were shocked to see that

each of the thugs who rushed up were hit by a huge force, and they

were once again blown out like a kite with a broken line.

Puff!

Puff!

One by one, they smashed against the wall and fell to the ground.

Almost instantly, all the gangsters were pumped to the ground, densely

spread across the ground, screaming again and again.

“I…my face is broken ! Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!”

“Asshole! My hand broke, how could this happen! What happened just

now!”

“…”
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